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Abstract

The Internet of Things supports various industrial applications. The cooper-

ation and coordination of smart things are a promising strategy for satisfying

requirements that are beyond the capacity of a single smart thing. One of the

major challenges for today’s software engineering is the management of large

and complex computing systems characterized by a high degree of physical dis-

tribution. Examples of such systems arise in many application domains. The

number of connected devices grows from billions to hundreds of billions, so a

maximum of automatisms must be integrated in IoT architectures in order to

control and manage them. Software architects migrate to service oriented ar-

chitecture and applications are now being constructed as service compositions.

Since each IoT device includes one or more microservices, the increasing number

of devices around the user makes them difficult to assemble in order to achieve a

common goal. In this paper, we propose a self-assembling solution based on self-

controlled service components taking into account non-functional requirements

concerning the offered quality of services and the structuration of the resulting

assembly. Its aim is to build and maintain an assembly of services (taking into

account arrival of new peers or failure of existing ones) that, besides functional

requirements, also fulfils global quality-of-service and structural requirements.
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1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) vision defines a global network of intercon-

nected services and smart objects that support human activities in everyday

life using their sensing, computing and communication capabilities. IoT will

enable global connectivity between devices, and people. The IoT links physical5

activities and real life with the virtual world [1].

IoT will have a crucial role to play in the future, when human decision-

making is necessary, especially in critical and urgent situations in which quality

of service must be controlled. Some IoT-related critical systems are listed below:

• Energy and Utilities: Increasing number of projects covering smart grid10

programmes, smart cities, and smart metering looking at ways to improve

network efficiency and usability. Ensuring critical service requests (mon-

itoring and control, power production, and water pressure monitoring)

from trusted sources.

• Automotive: Sensors in vehicles provide even more data on things like15

environmental conditions, tyre pressure, engine performance and environ-

mental conditions. These integrated, safe, and robust embedded systems

will in a near future lead to self-driving cars.

• Railway (improvement of the management of rail networks): Widespread

use of automation and sensor technologies, on tracks or trains, provides20

real-time data on resources in the network. This information can be used

to predict when resources need repairing or replacing, reducing so the

amount of time that rail resources are unavailable.

• Healthcare: Connected medical devices and applications are already cre-

ating an Internet of Medical Things which is contributing to better health25

monitoring and preventive care. From improving patients’ experience

through to connecting medical devices to physicians’ smartphones, the
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IoT is transforming healthcare. Wearable devices and mobile medical

applications that allow patients to measure and send their own biomet-

ric data, supplement patient treatment through remote monitoring and30

communication. The efficiency of healthcare facilities is also enhanced

by improved tracking of medical devices, personnel and patients (Indoor

Location Tracking).

• Aerospace (safety-critical applications): Sensors on aircraft create huge

amounts of data for each flight, passenger management systems control35

huge amounts of complex personal data and air traffic control systems

constantly monitor and manage plane flights, sharing data on a global

scale.

For any of these applications, failures might lead to serious injury and death

(including on a large scale). As the number of objects, including sensors and40

actuators, increases, IoT becomes more and more complex and should be con-

trolled, especially in these critical domains. Moreover, interactions between

critical and non-critical systems in the IoT create problems for design engi-

neers. Consider an application to provide continuous tracking of a container of

critical medical supplies (or transplant organs) from a first hospital to a second45

one far away. The container starts in a first hospital, then it is transferred to

an ambulance, which travels by road to an airport. The container is then trans-

ferred into a plane, and, after landing, to a train, then to another ambulance,

and finally arrives at a second hospital. Many different IoT ecosystems were

crossed, each complying with different standards and through a variety of com-50

munications links. Building this application in a way that patient lives are not

put at risk, will be particularly challenging.

Applications are now being constructed as micro-service compositions [2, 3,

4] integrating more and more functionalities. Everyone can build a composition

of services according to its needs. Software architects migrate to service-oriented55

architecture. We are in an age of services and micro-services are at the heart

of architecture. If each IoT device includes one or more microservices, the
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increasing number of devices around the user makes them difficult to assemble

in order to achieve a common goal.

The number of connected devices grows from billions to hundreds of billions,60

a maximum of automatisms must be integrated in the IoT architectures so as

to control and manage them.

A lot of IoT ecosystems rely on centralized, brokered communication models.

All devices are identified, authenticated and connected through cloud servers

that provide huge processing and storage capacities. Connection between de-65

vices will have to go exclusively through the internet, even if these devices are

close to one another. These IoT ecosystems will not be able to manage a grow-

ing number of IoT devices. Cloud servers are a bottleneck that may disrupt the

entire network.

A distributed service approach would solve the problem mentioned above,70

by spreading computational and storage requirements among billions of devices

that will form the IoT networks of the future. Computing and storage are al-

ready widespread in many devices: from home to cars. Devices now carry as

much computing power and connectivity as did the first smartphones. Connec-

tivity and intelligence will be embedded in practically every object around us.75

Some services should stay close to the object instead of far in the cloud. Many

human-machine interactions will be replaced by machine-machine interactions.

IoT architectures will be more and more distributed and autonomous, acting in

the best interest of the user, putting the user first, and designed for user-centric

experiences.80

Furthermore, when a composition is defective from end to end, it is difficult

to know which composite service is responsible. A fixed control centre, suffi-

ciently powerful and capable of controlling the state of the entire system and

manoeuvring its behaviour, is generally unreasonable. A maximum of automa-

tisms should be placed on the objects themselves, thus unloading the cloud from85

this work. Service behavior should be controlled by the object itself rather than

by the cloud. So we would gain efficiency and reaction time.

The Internet of Things supports various industrial applications. The coop-
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eration and coordination of smart things are a promising strategy for satisfying

requirements that are beyond the capacity of any single smart thing. One of the90

major challenges for today’s software engineering is the management of large

and complex computing systems characterized by a high degree of physical dis-

tribution. Examples of such systems arise in many application domains, such

as sensor networks, intelligent transportation systems, or ambient intelligence.

How can be helped the user and architect in building his application based95

on distributed services?

Since device failures and dynamics in the environment may imply the un-

availability of components and devices at any time, adapting and maintaining

such a composition is challenging.

How the QoS of such complex systems can be efficiently controlled?100

Our motivation is to propose a self-assemble-featured architecture for IoT

in a distributed service-oriented environment. Its aim is to automatically build

and maintain an assembly of services that besides functional requirements, fulfill

global QoS and structural requirements. The concept of self-assembling covers

multiple properties that can be regarded as the basic requirements for enabling105

the desired behaviors in such systems.

Analysis of existing solutions to meet the needs of IoT/cloud distributed

systems, has led us to look at the evolution from component models to service

models and their dynamic management. Component models provide a struc-

tured programming paradigm, and ensure a very good program re-usability. We110

focus here on generic and hierarchical component models because they make the

design of large-scale systems easier. On one side, QoS based approaches and

adaptive contracts for services already exist (video services for example) [5, 6]

but they lack the compositional design and the management featured by compo-

nents. On the other side, dynamic management in time-critical IoT middleware115

is very compositional and expressive, but the support for an end to end QoS

in the specific context of service-oriented components is weak. Time-critical

IoT middlewares provide the QoS links but do not take into account the QoS

nodes [7, 8, 9, 10]. To complete the modeling of the IoT ecosystem, we refer
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to the node/links model allowing us to have an architectural abstraction for120

dynamicity and a flexible engineering for a personalized user session.

Our proposal, presented in this paper, consists in using strongly structured

components to provide a service oriented platform that eases the design and

execution of applications with end to end QoS guarantees. The dynamic man-

agement will be performed in a modular way. Each service (component) is125

responsible for its own adaptation and its own QoS while interacting with ex-

ternal services.

The extension of software services with autonomic capabilities has been sug-

gested as a possible way to deal with this challenge. One of the major challenges

in IoT is the coordination that is necessary to align the behavior of different130

objects. Decentralization implies a style of coordination in which the objects

cooperate as peers with respect to one another. Self-assembly is an emergent

property of decentralized systems. It is the preferred mechanism for growth in

the natural world, on scales ranging from molecular to macro-scales. It involves

the assembling of components that are governed by a set of local interaction135

rules and lead to the formation of a global structure. Understanding and apply-

ing this emergent property continues to be an important subject in the natural

sciences, as well as in engineering and computer science.

The autonomic computing paradigm enables a system to automatically act

in response to variations of operating conditions guaranteeing short reaction140

times and minimal human intervention. The approach we present in this paper

is structured on a fully distributed implementation of several autonomic capabil-

ities. As an example, a possible scenario, to which we propose to answer, would

be the following: A user buys an IoT device and brings it home. He connects it

to his home network. The device is thus aware of its environment and detects145

the surrounding services and their features. These services are able to assem-

ble themselves to achieve a common goal according to quality of service (QoS)

requirements and thus respond to a user need (Control the home temperature,

close the window, call emergency teams, etc.). If some IoT devices/services are

appearing or disappearing, the system is able to reassemble itself in order to do150
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its work and to continue to respect the QoS requirements.

To address the problem of complexity, collaboration, and QoS management

of the growing number of IoT devices, we propose in this paper to use a dis-

tributed service architecture based on our service composition entity. We extend

it with autonomic capabilities, and we introduce a way to automatically assem-155

ble a set of IoT device microservices in order to achieve a common goal. We will

show that our solution is able to dynamically perform the composition and thus

react to changes in its execution context. We propose a self-assembling solution

based on self-controlled service components taking into account non-functional

requirements concerning the offered QoS and the structuration of the resulting160

assembly. Its aim is to build and maintain an assembly of services (taking into

account arrival of new peers or failure of existing ones) that, besides functional

requirements, also fulfills global quality-of-service and structural requirements.

It is able to drive the system and manage the selection, among the set of func-

tionally feasible assemblies, of an assembly that fulfills these requirements.165

After enumerating in Section 2, the properties of Self-Assemble-Featured

IoT, presenting our service composition entity on which we base our approach

(Section 3) and reviewing related works (Section 4), we present our self-assembly

algorithm (Section 5). Section 6 presents a case study. Finally, a conclusion

(Section 7) ends the article.170

2. Properties of Self-Assemble-Featured IoT

The concept of self-assembling covers multiple properties that can be re-

garded as the basic requirements for enabling the desired behaviors in such

systems. A qualified implementation of a self-assembling scheme should meet

the following requirements that will be part of the future Internet of Things: (i)175

distributed infrastructure, (ii) autonomous, and (iii) efficient collaboration.

1. Distributed infrastructure. For the IoT, which is characterized by

highly evolved heterogeneity, a fixed controlling center capable and pow-

erful enough to control the status of the whole system and manoeuvre its
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behaviors is generally unreasonable. So, a self-assembling scheme based180

on the distributed infrastructure may be much more suitable for the IoT.

2. Autonomous. Each node in the IoT has to be implemented with a certain

degree of autonomy. Such nodes can therefore collect information about

their respective environments and make decisions for their own behaviors.

In this case, the data (including instructions and information) transmitted185

amongst nodes in a fully distributed form, is restricted into a limited area,

which decreases heterogeneity of the whole network. Such distributed

architecture also enables the self-assembling scheme to be scalable.

Our approach is organized with respect to several autonomic capabilities

[11]. We recall the definitions for our approach in Table 1. Services have to190

be aware of their environment and therefore of their surrounding services.

They need intelligent service discovery process. Services have to broadcast

their features (function, offered/nominal QoS, threshold value from which

the business component stops responding) to the others (self-defining).

A method to implement this service discovery process is proposed in195

Section 5.1. We recall, in Section 3, that our component fulfills self-

control/self-diagnosis, and self-monitoring requirements. In Section

5.3, we present a self-assembling algorithm allowing self-controlled services

to be assembled to compose an application (self-assembled). This algo-

rithm test and evaluate scenarios to choose the more suitable for using200

taking account QoS constraints (self-simulation). We show in Section

5.3.4 that our self-assembling algorithm, with its abilities to reassemble

components at any time, supports the self-adjusting, self-adapting,

and self-healing (self-repair) benefits.

3. Efficient collaboration based on ubiquitous data exchanging and shar-205

ing. We suppose in this paper that our components can exchange and

share data in an efficient way. This point is out of the scope of this pa-

per. Several approaches have been proposed in literature like ”Blockchain”

which brings security. A blockchain [12, 13], or chain of blocks, is the im-

plementation of a data storage and transmission technology without a210
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control organ. Technically, it is a distributed database whose informa-

tion, sent by users, is checked and grouped in blocks, linked and secured

using cryptography. Our algorithm requires that each node maintains

and disseminates global state information consisting of the whole assem-

bly of services and computed link QoS. The amount of data to be shared215

is small. This can be done with use of blockchain technology but other

simplest solutions may be sufficient.

The following section presents our service composition entity on which we

base our approach.

3. Previous Works220

At the service era, the service is the center of architecture, to profit by all the

benefits expected from this concept, we have proposed in [14] a component called

”Self-Controlled service Component (SCC)”, the description of which we recall.

A component encapsulates a micro-service and only one. These services can be

of different sizes and natures: real-time image analysis service (face recognition,225

character recognition, barcode recognition) in the case of the Internet of Things,

algorithms (sorting, encryption), image capture, etc. To describe the behavior

of our components and allow an homogeneous quality of service management,

a generic QoS model [15] is defined. Four criteria are proposed to describe the

QoS: availability, reliability, time, and capacity.230

• Availability represents the accessibility rate of the service component.

• A system is said to be reliable when its behavior, over a given duration,

is in conformity with that expected.

• Time represents the time required for request processing.

• Capacity represents the maximum load that the service component can235

handle.
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Figure 1: Self-Controlled service Component (SCC)

This proved to be useful and sufficient in all the practical cases we studied.

To increase the structural decomposition and the reuse of non-functional QoS

components, its internal functions have been separated and an architecture that

separates the monitoring and QoS functions of the remaining functions called240

”control” has been proposed. This model has been specified in the OpenCloud-

ware project [16] to address the behavioral aspects through QoS.

The membrane of our SCC includes (Figure 1):

• Input monitoring (InMonitor) and output monitoring (OutMonitor) com-

ponents. They play an interceptor role. Incoming service requests are245

intercepted and transmitted (unchanged) to the functional component via

the corresponding internal interfaces. The OutMonitor intercepts outgo-

ing service requests. They provide measurement information on the flow

that they intercept.

• A QoS component (QoSControl), associated with the business component.250

• A non-functional interface (client) for QoS control (IQoSStatus), by which

it will send the information in case of violation of QoS contracts, i.e.

”InContract” notifications when the behaviour is in conformity with the

contract or ”OutContract” otherwise.

• A non-functional interface (server) of configuration (IConfigQoS, IConfig-255

Monitor), whose role is to receive component configuration commands.

The QoSControl component checks the current behaviour of the resource and its

conformity with the contract. For this, it regularly requests to the monitors (In-
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Monitor and OutMonitor) the parameter values. It compares each current value

to the corresponding threshold value not to be exceeded. It sends an OutCon-260

tract notification if the current value is less (or more) than the threshold value.

In this case the dynamic management consists in replacing immediately the fail-

ing component by a ubiquitous service fulfilling the requirements. Otherwise, it

sends an InContract notification. We obtain an SCC component, self-monitored

and self-controlled. The sub-components of the membrane (monitors and QoS)265

are activated in order to perform monitoring of the quality of service and to

notify its degradation. This component has been designed so that it can be

composed with others in order to form a self-controlled composition. An appli-

cation is a service composition. The service composition includes different SCC

called during the user session.270

The SCC component has proved its value in the Cloud [16, 15, 17] and in the

IoT [18]. The SCC architecture has many advantages: Our SCC component al-

lows self-control inside by signaling dysfunction (out of contract) and automatic

reacting outside. Since we are as close as possible to the functional component,

the analysis is faster, more relevant, and reaction times are minimized. The275

analysis is done on the site itself. Only its result is sent so that the volume

of data exchanged and thus the communication resources needed are extremely

small. The code is simplified and hence requires less computing resources. Mon-

itoring and controlling components are generic so they are independent of the

functional component and may be present at all levels of architecture. They280

are not intrusive because they are external to the functional component. They

are inside the service component membrane and operate in parallel with the

functional component. They have no effects on the second. The QoS of each

component (hardware or software) is measured, allowing better diagnostic of

various dysfunctions whereas most existing tools monitor network traffic or cen-285

tral processing unit usage when they should monitor the functional component

performance. At each addition/removal of a functional component, a monitoring

and controlling component is therefore added/removed (Scalability, Elasticity).

The service is defined by an offered/nominal QoS and a threshold value.
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These values are used by our algorithm (Section 5.3). Offered/nominal QoS is290

the QoS (processing time for example) provided by the service under normal

operating conditions. It is a value given by the service provider in a service

level agreement or in its provided services catalogue. It is computed under

resource conditions of the underlying level. The threshold value is the number

of simultaneous requests not to exceed in order to comply with the nominal295

preceding defined QoS. These values are computed with a calibration procedure

[19].

The following section surveys the related works.

4. Related Works

In literature, the term ”self-assembling” mainly concerns robotic, mecha-300

tronic, chemistry and materials science domains. There are few articles in the

field of service-oriented architecture. Assembly is often done manually by a

software architect or sometimes computed automatically.

Methodology for middleware and technology selection is detailed as follows.

We surveyed 50 middlewares and technologies and made an initial selection of305

25 of the most advanced approaches that deal with service discovery and as-

sembly with a preference for the self-assembly property. Assembly can be done

in different ways: (i) manually with a visual editor for example, (ii) automati-

cally with an algorithm or predefined scripts (only once in general at the design

phase or at demand), and (iii) dynamically (at any time with respect to context310

changes). Assembly can be done in a centralized (by a central entity) or decen-

tralized way (by the devices themselves). We have chosen to take into account

the control of QoS too (QoS aware). The choice has been restricted to a selection

of 16 representative solutions: Tile-based approach, MACODO, Schuhmann et

al., FlashMob, MOSDEN, UbiROAD, Calvin, Paraimpu, SENSEI, Node-RED,315

CHOReOS, SenseWrap, SOCRADES, Ubiware, extended GSN, KASOM (Table

2).

Article [20] presents an approach allowing to develop a service-oriented sys-
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tem, based on a model called service tiles, by building an assembly of service

components that accomplishes a given goal. The assembly is computed automat-320

ically: with the specification of a subset of the whole system, a few constraints,

and the goals that the application should fulfill.

MACODO [21, 22] uses a partially distributed architecture based on a master-

slave scheme. The master has a complete knowledge of the assembly state and

controls the dynamics in a centralized way. Masters of different assemblies can325

cooperate to achieve a given goal.

Article [23] presents algorithms for homogeneous and heterogeneous envi-

ronments whose goal is to choose the most efficient assembly method for a given

environment while minimizing the assembly time. The organization latency is

reduced by caching and reusing partial application assemblies.330

FlashMob [24] is based on dynamic service assembly and requires a back-

tracking phase to explore alternative solutions in case the assembly fails and

has no global QoS goal. Its self-assembly procedure is decentralized. Global

state information dealing with the whole assembly is disseminated among the

services.335

MOSDEN [25] supports a sensing as a service model [26]. It is an IoT

middleware for resource constrained computational mobile devices. MOSDEN

can collect data from multiple different sensors and process them together. It

is fully compatible with Global Sensor Network Middleware that runs on the

cloud. Sensor discovery and service composition are not automated.340

UbiROAD [27] is a specialized platform for smart traffic environments. Se-

mantic technologies are the basis for the discovery of heterogeneous resources

and data integration across multiple domains. They are used both for descriptive

specification of services delivered by the resources and for prescriptive specifi-

cation of the expected behavior of resources as well as of the integrated system.345

UbiROAD guarantees a high level of safety while offering personalization, dy-

namic behaviour, customization, and autonomy of services and ensures context-

awareness, and adaptive/reconfigurable composition.

Calvin [28, 29] is an open-source IoT middleware from Ericsson. IoT ap-
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plications building is based on actors which are reusable software components350

that may represent a device, a computation, or a service. It comprises both

a development framework for IoT application developers, and a runtime en-

vironment that handles the running application. Compositions are made by

writing scripts called CalvinScript. Basically, an application consists of actor

instances and connections between the ports of the actors, forming a data flow355

graph. To allow the reuse of scripts, it is also possible to define components.

An application script can also contain deployment rules.

Paraimpu [30] is a social aware IoT middleware that allows consumers to

add, use, share, and interconnect RESTful IoT services whether physical or

virtual. Things are mapped to abstract concepts of sensors or actuators. Pro-360

viding connection abstraction between things, allows users to compose simple

IoT applications via Javascript.

The SENSEI [31] middleware includes context services, context model, ac-

tuation tasks, and dynamic service composition of both primitive and advanced

services.365

Node-RED [32] is an open-source IoT middleware platform from IBM. Its

key advantage is a visual tool that simplifies the composition of IoT devices

especially if the node for the IoT device is already developed and published by

others.

CHOReOS [33] composes distributed services by considering a global specifi-370

cation, called Choreography, of the interactions between the participant services.

It enables large scale compositions or choreographies of QoS-aware, and hetero-

geneous services in IoT. It includes i) extensible service discovery to manage

protocols and processes for discovery of services and things, and ii) executable

service composition to coordinate the composition of services and things. Se-375

mantic thing-based service compositions are automatically executed, with no

involvement from endusers.

The SenseWrap [34] middleware combines the Zeroconf [35] protocols with

hardware abstraction using virtual sensors. A virtual sensor provides transpar-

ent discovery of resources, mainly sensors, through the use of Zeroconf protocol.380
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Applications can thus use it in order to discover sensor-hosted services. It also

provides a standardized communication interface to hide the sensor-specific de-

tails. This interface depends on sensor modeling and custom wrappers. Virtual-

ization is applied only to sensors, not to actuators or computing resources which

makes it unsuitable for ultra-large scale IoT environments and heterogeneous385

networks.

The SOCRADES [36] middleware architecture consists of a layer for appli-

cation services and a layer for device services (service discovery, monitor, device

and service lifecycle management). By using devices profile for web services

(DPWS), it abstracts physical things as services. Its cross-layer service cat-390

alogue supports service composition, but it may not be fully dynamic, since

composition relies on predefined building blocks.

Ubiware [37] is able to create flexible, autonomous, and complex industrial

systems. It supports composition, invocations, monitoring, automatic resource

discovery, and execution.395

Global Sensor Networks (GSN) [38] is a service-based IoT middleware that

proposes virtual sensor abstraction and aims to provide a uniform platform for

integration and deployment of heterogeneous IoT devices. Users and develop-

ers specify XML-based deployment descriptors to deploy a sensor. GSN does

not support composition of multivendor devices via the XML descriptor. The400

extended GSN [39] provides a limited composition capability.

KASOM [40] is a knowledge-aware and service-oriented middleware. Its aim

is to offer advanced and enriched pervasive services to every user connected

to the Internet. KASOM implements mechanisms and protocols that allow

managing the knowledge generated in pervasive embedded networks in order to405

expose it to Internet users in a readable way. Its architecture includes com-

munication services (resource monitor), and knowledge management services

(context resources and service composition rules). This middleware offers dis-

covery, registration, orchestration, and composition of services. It has proven

its qualities in terms of reliability, efficiency, and response time in the field of410

health management. However, because of predefined service composition rules
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provided by in-network agents, it does not provide dynamic service composition

in IoT infrastructure.

An application (service composition) is usually monolithic. It offers features

created to meet a set of needs even if the user does not use them all. A dynamic415

assembly would create a customized application according to the user’s current

need. It would integrate a service only if necessary and would thus gain in per-

formance. The increasing number of IoT devices, however, implies the problem

of their management to achieve specific common objectives. A fixed controlling

center capable and powerful enough to control the status of the whole system420

and manoeuvre its behaviors is in general unreasonable. The assembly has to

be decentralized. The question is then how to coordinate local services among

IoT devices in order to accomplish a goal with global QoS evaluation?

Table 2 summarizes the analysis and categorization of these works.

None of the afore mentioned approaches can be simultaneously dynamic,425

decentralized, covering non-functional and structural constraints and integrates

self-control mechanisms as defined in this paper.
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Table 1: Autonomic properties covered by our approach.

Properties Definitions See Section

Self-defining

A system’s ability to describe itself to other

systems. An autonomic system may need to

understand and interpret other systems’

descriptions.

5.1

Self-control

Self-diagnosis

A system’s ability to analyse itself in order

to identify existing problems or to anticipate

potential issues.

3

Self-monitoring

A system’s ability to retrieve information on its

internal state and behaviour, whether globally,

or for any of its constituent elements.

3

Self-assembled

A system’s property of being automatically formed

via the distributed assembly of multiple

independent elements, which become the system’s

constituent elements.

5.3

Self-simulation

A system’s ability to test and evaluate scenarios

without affecting the executing system (e.g. it

should not impact provided services). This allows

replying to ’what would happen if’ questions and

hence facilitate the selection of self-adjusting actions.

5.3.4

Self-adjusting
A system’s ability to modify itself during runtime,

including modifications to its internal structure.
5.3.4

Self-adapting

A system’s ability to modify itself (self-adjust)

in reaction to changes in its execution context or

external environment, in order to continue to meet

its business objectives despite such changes.

5.3.4

Self-healing

Self-repair

A system’s ability to recover from the failure of

any of its constituent elements (service) or to

predict and prevent the occurrence of such failures.

5.3.4
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In the following section, we present our self-assembly algorithm.

5. Self-assembly Algorithm

In Section 5.1, we describe a method for a service to describe its capabilities430

especially his QoS nominal/offered to others in order to achieve a requested

service composition. In Section 5.2, we show that, using our component, we

are able to compute an estimation of the link QoS. In Section 5.3, we define

our model, introduce the terminology and notation used in the rest of the pa-

per, present our assembling core algorithm, and enumerate the benefits of our435

algorithm. Finally, the limitations of the algorithm on a real IoT platform are

estimated (Section 5.4).

5.1. Service Self-Definition and Surrounding Awareness

In this section, a method, for a service to describe its capabilities, is pro-

posed. Each service has to broadcast its features (function, offered/nominal440

QoS, threshold value) to the others. This is proposed as a proof of concept.

Our proposition is based on Network Service Discovery (NSD) protocol which

we propose to extend. NSD gives to any application access to services that other

devices provide on a local network. Devices that support it include webcams,

printers, HTTPS servers, and mobile devices. Provided services include web445

server, file sharing, file transfer, printing, real time streaming, sound server,

etc. It’s based on the Domain Name System-based Service Discovery (DNS-SD)

mechanism [41], which allows the user’s app to request services by specifying

a type of service and the name of a device instance that provides the desired

type of service. DNS-SD is supported both on Android and on other mobile450

platforms. Presenting DNS-SD is out of the scope of this paper, we only want

to underline that it is possible and easy for services to broadcast their features

to the other ones. We have chosen DNS-SD to demonstrate that, but other

solutions may exist. With NSD, you are able to identify other devices on the

local network that support the services on which one wants to connect. This455
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Figure 2: Self-definition of SCC using NSD on Android

Figure 3: Estimation of the link QoS.

is useful for assembling services as we propose to do so. The surrounding ser-

vices are in the communication range of the device. From the device’s point of

view, when a service is out of range, it can no longer be used and disappears

from the list of found services. We have implemented, on the Android oper-

ating system, an application using NSD to find an image capture service (IP460

camera) on the near network. Android’s NSD APIs simplify the effort required

to implement these features. Figure 2 shows the interface. It is divided into two
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parts. The top part contains the server logs and two buttons: the first starts the

image capture service and the second stops it. The bottom part is for the client

who searches for an image capture service. It can start and stop a discovering.465

When the discovering phase is on, it finds the service and collect his features

(nominal/offered QoS, required memory, etc.) in a key/value form and in an

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format form. This is the concretization of

the self-defining property defined in Section 2. With NSD, services are aware

of their surrounding environment. Services they found are in communication470

range. In the following section, we show that, thanks to our SCC component,

we are able to compute an estimation of the link QoS that will be used by our

algorithm.

5.2. Estimation of the Link QoS

In this section, we describe a method, using our SCC, for calculating the475

link QoS, that is the response time between services. The estimation of the

link QoS is further used in our algorithm (Section 5.3). Our approach allows

to compute an estimation of the link QoS by using SCC inside a composition.

Indeed, an SCC includes two monitors that intercept requests and responses

of the functional part. These are the right places where to put a timestamp480

as metadata on the intercepted request and response (Figure 3). When the

response is provided by the first SCC, the OutMonitor put a timestamp t2 on

the response. When the response arrives at the second SCC, the InMonitor puts

a timestamp t3 on it. So the link QoS is computed as t3-t2. This is simple, quick,

consumes very little computing resources, and allows to estimate the response485

time between two SCC. This proposition will be used in our algorithm in the

next section. Note that the link could also be a full-fledged SCC component.

The link QoS represents both a processing time for the seven-layer Open Systems

Interconnection (OSI) model of computer networking [42] and a transport time.

In the next section, we present our algorithmic model including our core490

assembly algorithm.
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5.3. Algorithmic Model

In Section 5.3.1, we define our model, introduce the terminology and notation

used in the rest of the paper and present our assembling core algorithm (Section

5.3.2). In Section 5.3.3, we present an example of execution of the assembling495

core algorithm. The Section 5.3.4 enumerates his benefits.

5.3.1. Model Definition

We consider a system containing N distributed services S={S1,...,SN}, with

each service having a type d ∈ T={T1,...,TM}. Services are hosted on peer

nodes, each node containing one or more services. Nodes can be located any-500

where and communicate with one another through a network. Formally, a ser-

vice S is a tuple (Type, QoS, Threshold), where:

• S.Type ∈ T denotes the type of the service, its function.

• S.QoS ∈ R represents the service QoS nominal value (e.g. response time).

• S.Threshold ∈ N represents the nominal value i.e. the threshold (num-505

ber of simultaneous requests) not to exceed in order to comply with the

nominal preceding defined QoS.

A service assembly A is a graph A = (S,E), where E ⊆ S x S is the

set of bindings. Specifically, a directed edge (Si,Sj) ∈ E denotes that Si is

connected to Sj . We allow multiple simultaneous bindings to the same service S510

by other services. The upperbound for the number of bindings to a service is the

threshold value for QoS compliance (Non-Functional constraints). Indeed,

in the worst case, services can emit simultaneously without interfering with each

other to the same recipient. An application template AT is a tuple (Body,

Constraints), where:515

• AT.Body ⊆ (T × T )p is a set of p values representing ordered micro-

service types used to build the desired application. Specifically (ti ,tj) ∈

AT.Body denotes that services of type ti are connected to the services of

type tj .
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• AT.Constraints ∈ (N∗ ∪ {./})p is a set of p values of N∗ ∪ {./} rep-520

resenting the number of services that should be connected according to

each tuple (ti,tj) ∈ AT.Body. N∗ = N \ {0} is the set of non-zero natural

numbers. Specifically: bk = (ti,tj) ∈ AT.Body and ck ∈ AT.Constraints

means that all services of type ti should be connected to ck services of type

tj . ./ means that services of type ti should be connected to all available525

services of type tj . These are structural constraints.

A service assembly A is AT compliant if A is compliant with the application

template i.e. services are connected according to AT.Body.

A service assembly A is ATS compliant (S for structural constraints) if A

is AT compliant with respect to AT.Constraints (structural constraints).530

A service assembly A is ATSF compliant (SF for structural and non-

functional constraints) if A is ATS compliant and the number of bindings to

each service is upper bounded by the threshold value (Non-Functional con-

straints).

For a given template AT, there may be more than one AT compliant assem-535

bly.

Given Sk ∈ S with Sk of type tk, Sk is a starting service if there is no

tuple (ti,tj) ∈ AT.Body where tj=tk.

Given Sk ∈ S with Sk of type tk, Sk is an ending service if there is no tuple

(ti,tj) ∈ AT.Body where ti=tk.540

For an application template AT, in AT.Body, we state that there is only one

type of starting service. A second starting type means a second application, so

a second template.

For a given AT compliant service assembly A and a starting service Si ∈ S

of type ti, we define a subgraph pSi ⊆ A, formed by all graphs starting from545

node Si.

For a subgraph gSi,j of pSi, we define F(gSi,j) as Max (processing time from

the starting service Si to an ending service). Processing time is computed as the

sum of transfer times between services (computed link QoS, see algorithm 1) and
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Figure 4: F(gA1,j) calculation example.

processing times (nominal S.QoS) of each service composing the path (Figure550

4). We choose the worst case, i.e. the maximum of the processing times. We

try, in our algorithms, to choose the best organizations that minimize the set of

F(gSi,j) i.e. the maximum processing time of all subgraphs gSi,j .

Since our services are stateless, they do not maintain the interaction state

between service invocations, i.e., a client request is served in complete isolation,555

without relying on information from previous requests. Hence, we assume that

the state of the interaction between the client and the service is kept on the user’s

side, and requests include all information necessary for their processing. Service

statelessness enhances (i) decoupling of interacting services (ii) flexibility of the

model, since it allows for easily rearranging the assembly at run time and, (iii)560

scalability. The table 3 summarizes the notation used in this paper. The table

also includes additional symbols which will be introduced in the next sections.

5.3.2. Assembling Core Algorithm

The assembling algorithm is structured by three sub-algorithms, here noted

1 to 3.565
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Table 3: Symbols Used in this Paper

symbols definitions

N Number of services (peers)

S Set of services S = {S1,...,SN}

M Number of types

T Set of service types T = {t1,...,tM}

A Service Assembly A=(S,E)

S.Type Service type of S

S.Threshold Number of services maximum bindings

pSi Subgraph with Si starting service

gSi,j Subgraph j of pSi ATS compliant

AT.Body Application body template

AT.Constraints Structural constraints

S.QoS QoS nominal value

F(gSi,j) Maximum processing time of the subgraph gSi,j

GAT AT compliant graph

MQoS Matrix of all computed link QoS (time transfer)
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Algorithm 1 build an AT compliant graph and compute all link QoS. We

call GAT this graph and MQoS ∈MN,N (R) the matrix of all computed link QoS.

Algorithm 1 AT compliant

1: for all Si starting service of type ti do

2: for all (ti,tj) ∈ AT.Body: do

3: Si sends a request to all services of type tj .

4: end for

5: end for

6:

7: if a service Si service of type ti, receives a request then

8: it computes the QoS of the link between him and the sender.

9: for all (ti , tj) ∈ AT.Body: do

10: Si sends a request to all services of type tj .

11: end for

12: end if

We will now take into account AT.Constraints (Algorithm 2). AT.Constraints

introduces restrictions in GAT so that the resulting graph will be a subset of

GAT . Taking into account AT.Constraints is equivalent to make a choice among570

available paths. Restriction can be of two types for a path: k ∈ N∗ or ./. k

means that we have to choose k services among services of the same type. ./

means that we choose all available services of the specified type. Algorithm 1

builds GAT as if there are no restrictions (./ case). We sort all subgraphs gSi,j

of pSi in F(gSi,j) ascending order. Note that this is not necessary if we don’t575

want to minimize the set of F(gSi,j) but only to find a suitable assembly. Note

that if there were no non-functional constraints, the first combination would be

optimal since all gSi,j are sorted ascending.

Algorithm 3 checks if functional constraints are fulfilled and will find a suit-

able combination if it exists but will not be necessarily the optimal in terms580

of min(F(gSi,j)). Indeed, to avoid time-consuming tasks, we are not aiming at

the optimal value. The combination will, however, be near the optimal solution
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Algorithm 2 ATS compliant

1: for all pSi of GAT with Si starting service do

2: We compute all subgraphs gSi,j of pSi taking into account AT.Constraints.

3: Sort of all subgraphs gSi,j in F(gSi,j) ascending order.

4: end for

since gSi,j are sorted in ascending order as specified in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 3 ATSF compliant

1: We choose one subgraph gSi,j for each pSi taking into account

AT.Constraints.

2: for all combination do

3: if number of bindings to each service is less or equal than the threshold

value (S.Threshold) then

4: This combination has been built according to the application template

AT in respect of structural (number of bindings) and non-functional

constraints (QoS compliance).

5: Break

6: else

7: The combination is rejected.

8: end if

9: end for

5.3.3. Example of Execution of the Assembling Core Algorithm

We present in this section an example of execution of the assembling core585

algorithm. It includes seven services named A1, A2, A3 of type tA, B1, B2, B3

of type tB and C1 of type tC .

S={A1,A2,A3,B1,B2,B3,C1}

T={tA,tB ,tC}590

A1.Type=tA
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A2.Type=tA

A3.Type=tA

B1.Type=tB

B2.Type=tB595

B3.Type=tB

C1.Type=tC

These are the service QoS nominal values (e.g. response time) obtained with

a calibration procedure. Specified thresholds (number of simultaneous requests)600

are the values not to exceed in order to comply with the defined nominal QoS.

A1.QoS=1, A1.Threshold=1

A2.QoS=1, A2.Threshold=1

A3.QoS=1, A3.Threshold=1605

B1.QoS=2, B1.Threshold=2

B2.QoS=3, B2.Threshold=3

B3.QoS=4, B3.Threshold=1

C1.QoS=5, C1.Threshold=3

610

All services should be assembled according to the following application tem-

plate AT:

AT.Body={(tA,tB), (tB ,tC)}

AT.Constraints={2,1}615

The AT template means that the tA services should be connected to two tB

services and all tB services should be connected to one tC service.

Algorithm 1 execution: We applied the Algorithm 1 to determine the

MQoS matrix including all computed link QoS. Services send a request according

to the AT template (See Figure 5). Step 1 shows the initial state of services.620

Each service is aware of the existence of others. According to AT template, tA

services should be connected to tB services. So, tA services send a request to tB
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Figure 5: Algorithm 1 - AT compliant graph / MQoS design.

services. Step 2 shows the service A1 sending a request to B1, B2, and B3. B1,

B2, and B3 compute the link QoS (response time) and inscribe it in MQoS . The

same procedure is repeated for each of the first four steps. According to AT625

template, tB services should be connected to tC service. So, tB services send a

request to tC services (steps 5 to 7). Algorithm 1 build an AT compliant graph

called GAT (Figure 6) and compute all link QoS.
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Figure 6: AT compliant graph: GAT .

Algorithm 2 execution: We take into account the structural constraints

AT.Constraints={2,1} by applying the algorithm 2. There are three subgraphs630

to consider, each with a different starting service: pA1, pA2, and pA3. For each

of them, we determine all subgraphs taking into account AT.Constraints i.e. tA

services should be connected to two tB services and all tB services should be

connected to one tC service. For each subgraph s, we compute F(s) i.e. the

maximum processing time of the subgraph. Figure 7 deals with pA1, Figure 8635

deals with pA2, and Figure 9 deals with pA3. We also indicate which services

are used for each of the subgraph. Figure 10 shows results sorted by ascending

order.

Algorithm 3 execution: For each combination, choosing one subgraph

for each starting service (A1, A2, A3), we check if non-functional constraints640

are fulfilled i.e. if the number of bindings to each service is less than or equal

to the threshold value (S.Threshold). Otherwise, the combination is rejected

(Figure 11). We compute the number of used B1, B2, B3, and C1 service for

each combination. After five steps, the algorithm finds a suitable combination.

The final assembly is given in Figure 12.645

5.3.4. Benefits of the Assembling Core Algorithm

The assembling core algorithm can potentially be run at anytime:

• When a service appears, or disappears on the network. A new service can

be more efficient (better QoS) or can have a better link.

• When a service has failed and should be replaced. The assembling can650
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Figure 7: Algorithm 2 - ATS compliant graph: Computing of all subgraphs gA1,j of pA1

taking into account AT.Constraints.

thus be considered as a kind of adaptation mechanism. The algorithm

avoids the service and proposes a new assembling. The composition is

more robust and reliable.

• When communication (link) is becoming bad. For example, when a service

moves away from another one or in case of electromagnetic disturbed envi-655

ronment. A too bad communication can be the cause of the disappearance

of a service.

The assembling core algorithm can thus potentially be used as self-adjusting,

self-adapting, and self-healing mechanisms.

For the user, it simplifies fastidious manual assembling of a lot of devices.660

The service composition is performed automatically without human interven-

tion.

The assembling is dynamic. The application template AT is provided to
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Figure 8: Algorithm 2 - ATS compliant graph: Computing of all subgraphs gA2,j of pA2

taking into account AT.Constraints.

perform a function. We can change later the template and thus change the

function by reusing some or all of the current services.665

Some assembling results lead to well-known organizations like Edge [43, 44],

Dew [45] or Fog computing[46, 47] [48].

The algorithm can be useful for the run time, as mentioned, but also for

the designing of the whole application. The architect has to make choices like

the number of services of each type, in particular, to prepare and deploy in the670

environment so that a future need is answered. He can use the algorithm to

simulate different organizations before deploying and implementing them in the

real world (Self-simulation property).

5.4. Resource Consumption and Limitations of the Algorithm

In this section, we estimate the limitations of the algorithm on a real IoT675

platform. The aim of this section is to estimate the maximum number of ser-

vices, SCC in our case, that could be assembled with our algorithm in real
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Figure 9: Algorithm 2 - ATS compliant graph: Computing of all subgraphs gA3,j of pA3

taking into account AT.Constraints.

Figure 10: Results of the algorithm 2 (y means that the corresponding service is used).

conditions, in a reasonable amount of time and, if possible, low-resource con-

sumption (memory). In Section 5.4.1, we present the equipment used for the

implementation of our algorithm. In Section 5.4.2, we determine the worst680

case for assembling constraints: when the algorithm might experience difficul-

ties. Finally, in Section 5.4.3, we present the chosen layouts and we analyse the

experimental results.
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Figure 11: Algorithm 3 - ATSF compliant graph (The chosen graphs are colored in dark gray).

Figure 12: Final suitable assembly.
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5.4.1. The Equipment Used for the Implementation

The raspberry pi has been chosen to make our experimentations. Our ex-685

perimental devices are composed of:

• Raspberry Pi card, proposed by the British Raspberry Pi Foundation,

is a one-board nano-computer, about the size of an ARM processor-based

credit card [49].

• Android Things operating system is an embedded operating system690

based on Android designed by Google [50]. This system is meant to be

used on devices linked to the Internet of Things. It is therefore designed

to use as little memory as possible and to be energy-efficient.

• 3.5-inch touch-screen monitor, compatible with the Raspberry Pi

card, allows users to create all-in-one projects such as tablets, entertain-695

ment systems, embedded projects and devices for the Internet of things

using interaction with the touch screen [51].

5.4.2. Combination Analysis

Constrains are defined for each level. They represent the number of services

that should be connected. The architect has to specify the number of services

that should be chosen among available services of the same type. At each

level, k services have to be chosen among n available services. The number of

combinations is (
n

k

)
= Ck

n =
n!

k!(n− k)!
(1)(

n
k

)
is read as ”n choose k”. There are a few combinations if k is very small

or very big but become maximal if k is close to n/2. Choosing the case of n/2700

services should be avoided and is extremely rare in real life. Common cases

consist to choose only one service (1 of n) or all available services (n of n).

Notice that our study seems to be similar to the shortest path problem which

can be solved by several well-known algorithms (Dijkstra’s [52], Bellman-Ford

[53], A* search [52], Floyd-Warshall [54], Johnson [55], or Viterbi [56]) but is705
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very different and more complex because (i) starting and ending services are not

unique, (ii) they are searching for a path while we are searching for a sub-graph

and (iii) the number of bindings to a node is upper bounded.

Usually, an application is monolithic, i.e. the same for each user. It offers

features to meet a set of needs even if the user does not use them all. With710

our approach, the performance of the application can only be better because

the assembly is dynamic. Customized applications are created according to the

user’s current needs. A service is integrated into our assembly only if necessary.

5.4.3. Layouts and Result Analysis

We have chosen two services layouts. Threshold values, link QoS and SCC715

processing time are random. The first layout has only one level. It is the sim-

plest one and allows us to evaluate the maximum number of SCC able to be

assembled for a given layer. This arrangement is made to evaluate the limita-

tion of chosen all, 1, 2, or n/2 services. The scheme of the layout is given in

Figure 13. If the architect asks to choose all available services or only one of720

them, which are the most commonly used requirements, the algorithm is able

to assemble respectively 1 million and 500 000 services. If the demand becomes

more combinatorial like choosing 2 or the worst n/2 services among all available

SCC of a given type, the number of assembled SCC decreases respectively to

1200 and 20. The amount of memory necessary for the assembling is reasonable725

and doesn’t exceed 100 MB in all cases. The number of gSi,j computed by the

algorithm is also given for information for all four cases. The processing time

does not exceed 20s in all cases. It might become, however, excessive depending

on the case study but can easily be reduced if we accept to reduce the size of

the assembling.730

The second layout is excessively combinatory and is designed to push the

algorithm as far as we can to its very limits. This layout consists in building a

pyramidal organization by decreasing the number of SCC of one at each level

until the raspberry pi is at the end (Figure 14). If the architect asks to choose

all available services or only one among them, the algorithm is able to assemble735
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Figure 13: One-layer layout and results of its implementation.

respectively 91 and 28 SCCs. If the demand consists in choosing 2 or the n/2

services among all available SCC of a given type, the number of assembled SCC

decreases respectively to 20 and 28. The amount of memory necessary for the

assembling remains reasonable and doesn’t exceed 37 MB in all cases. The

processing time is reasonable and doesn’t exceed 3.5s for all the last three cases740

(n choose 1, n choose 2 and n choose n/2) but becomes excessive if we choose

all services at each level (n choose n) especially with 91 SCCs. This remains,

however, correct for 55 SCCs (9 layers, 10 types), the processing time being

2.3s.

Measurements are taken in a way that the measuring process has none or745

few effects on the evaluated service. To minimize the impact of collecting mea-
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Figure 14: Pyramidal decreasing layout and results of its implementation.

surement data, the QOsControl component is a thread that regularly requests

their measurements to the two monitors and write them in a log file which is

collected at the end of the experiment.

Analysis of the approximate resource overhead (computation and memory)750

has been written in [18]. We have analyzed the extra code needed by the

sub-components located in the SCC membrane: InMonitor, OutMonitor and

QoSControl. We have used profiling tools to measure memory and CPU con-

sumption of our approach at runtime. The memory and CPU consumption of

our control mechanism is very low for common usage. However, it must be755

compared to the size of the functional part. The control mechanism should

have no or a little influence on the monitored service, so it must represent a low

percentage of resource usage compared to it. Indeed, if the micro-service is too

small, the processing done by the control mechanism can be in the same order
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Figure 15: Three layers pyramidal decreasing layout.

of magnitude.760

In conclusion, as expected, increasing the number of layers (the number of

service types) increases the number of combinations. The number of layers

should not exceed 9 (10 different service types) to obtain a processing time of a

few seconds whatever the layout and constraints. The amount of used memory

(100 MB in the worst case) is correct for a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B that has 1765

GB available for all organizations. The number of assembled SCC can be higher

(up to 1 million) depending on the chosen services arrangement and constraints.

As we said, n choose 1 case and n choose n cases are commonly used and will

present good results. In addition, computations could be distributed on all

devices, which could significantly improve performance. The higher the number770

of SCCs, the greater the complexity, but the higher processing capabilities.

Algorithms 1 and 2 can be easily parallelized since each startup service could

do a part of the work. More complex distributions are possible.

6. Case Study: Medical Warning System

In this section, we deal with a case study related to the Internet of Things775

where our approach could prove useful. The idea is to show that our algo-

rithm can be applied easily to use practical cases and can propose a suitable

dynamically service assembly with a good processing time.

Due to the importance of observing the medical state of patients who are

suffering from acute diseases, especially cardiovascular diseases, a continuous780
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remote patient monitoring is essential. The monitoring system can provide

real-time analytical services, prediction and alerts in case of an emergency for

users carrying out any activity, anywhere and anytime. It can recognize an ab-

normal user activity and can thereby detect falls on the ground or sickness. The

user and the associated medical staff receive local notification in case of current785

or near-future predicted emergency. In addition, it reduces the response time

of the system and increased his reliability. With the help of wearable wireless

sensors, the system provides a continual access to medical parameters of a pa-

tient. IoT Gateways are located in every room in the house in a way to follow

the patient. User sensors are always close to a gateway. They are equipped790

with computational capacity. They monitor the current state of the patient

and provide a means to predict future medical condition via machine learning

methods and artificial intelligence algorithms. They include the following capa-

bilities: collect and aggregate data from the available sensors, implement data

analysis and extract valuable information and knowledge from the incoming795

raw data, make decisions, detect emergency and make prediction, perform data

compression and encryption and adapt data capture frequency. They are able

to contact the rescue teams according to the type of emergency detected and to

notify the nearest hospital of the arrival of a patient (Figure 16). These smart

gateways make early recognition of deterioration more reliable by bringing the800

decision-making core and critical notifications closer to the patient. Due to the

constant incoming data in a continuous medical monitoring, the system may

encounter problems such as latency in system response, data transmission and

computations related to data analytics. QoS has to be controlled from end to

end. As previously shown, our SCC has been designed for that aim. As the805

user moves, service assembly is adapted in a way to follow him according to the

requested QoS. The processing time of the services chain from end to end is thus

controlled. This system takes advantage of local gateway processing to present

notification and feedback with the minimum latency. The assembly is dynamic

whenever the patient is moving. We compute an estimation of the processing810

time of the services assembly on a Raspberry Pi.
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Each sensor is an SCC, each IoT gateway includes one or several SCCs and

external services (hospital, rescue team) one or several SCCs too. To simplify,

we consider only one SCC in an IoT gateway and in the external services.

The layout is here a pyramidal decreasing layout (Figure 15). It’s often815

the case in IoT because data are processed and analyzed at each level. The

result comes thus from aggregated data from several sources. The number of

services at each level so decreases. These assembling layouts lead to well-known

organizations like Edge [43, 44], Dew [45] or Fog computing[46, 47] [48] with

three layers. Note that all calculations were done on a single raspberry pi.820

Calculations could be distributed on each device including SCC, which could

considerably improve performance.

We build the first layer with 10 SCCs (wearable user sensors) of type tA, 9

SCCs for the IoT gateways (Second layer, type tB) and five SCCs for hospitals

(third layer, type tC) and two SCCs for the rescue teams (third layer, type tD)825

(Figure 15). Sensors have to be connected to one gateway. The gateway sends

notifications to one hospital and one rescue team. Threshold values, link QoS

and SCC processing time are random. Each IoT gateway SCC is able to accept

10 sensors SCCs simultaneous requests. Results are: number of SCCs: 26, used

memory: 280 KB, and processing time: 40 ms. Our algorithm is efficient for830

this use case. Assembly processing time is about 40 ms. So assembly can be

done in a continuous way.

Discussion: Implementation of such systems in real IoT scenarios faces sig-

nificant/some challenges and constraints. We highlight some of them and give

some relevant references.835

As objects communicate with each other using an open channel, i.e., Internet,

so security and privacy along with integrity of messages always remain a concern.

Trust management among these objects is thus an open issue. [57] provide

an elaborated view of trust management with a focus on Social IoT (SIoT)

by comparing different existing trust management schemes based on the trust840

management process, parameters chosen for trust evaluation, characteristics of

trust functions and objectives achieved by them.
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Figure 16: Self-assembly for a medical warning system.

Cognitive Internet of Things (CIoT) is another paradigm of IoT developed

to enhance the capabilities of intelligence in IoT objects where these objects can

take independent decisions in any environment. Unsolicited or undesirable elec-845

tronic messages could disturb the internal cohesion of the assembly. The power

of learning, thinking, and understanding by these objects, can make the infor-

mation access more accurate and reliable but Web spam is one of the challenges

while accessing information from the web. [58] present an intelligent cognitive

spammer framework which eliminates the spam pages during the web page rank850

score calculation by search engines.

In medical scenarios, due to the potential remoteness of the services, the

latency (link QoS) between them has to be controlled (what our solution does)

but has to be minimal too. The need of health care systems like telediagnosis,

or robotic telesurgery is increasing day-by-day. With these telesystems, doctors855

and patients need not to be present at the same location, but its requirements are

fast response, ultra-reliable, and high availability. Traditional networks like 2G,

3G, and 4G-LTE are not able to fulfill these requirements, but [59] has shown

that tactile internet and its applications in 5G era could solve this problem.
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7. Conclusion860

In this paper, we have proposed a self-assembling solution based on our self-

controlled components that check the current behavior of the service and its con-

formity with the contract. This solution has several advantages. The dynamic

assembling core algorithm can potentially be run at anytime and can potentially

be used as self-adjusting, self-adapting, and self-healing mechanisms. For the865

user or architect, it simplifies fastidious manual assembling of a lot of devices.

The service composition is made automatically without human intervention.

The architect can use the algorithm to simulate different organizations before

deploying and implementing them in the real world Our approach can build

and maintain an assembly of services that, besides functional requirements, also870

fulfill global quality-of-service and structural requirements. Resource consump-

tion and limitations of our approach have been reviewed. We have shown the

feasibility of our approach on a case study. In a future work, we plan to deploy

the proposed self-assembly algorithm on a full-scale real application scenario by

taking into account the algorithm’s energy consumption.875
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